Global Simulation Solutions.

Westinghouse

Excellence, safety, effectiveness, and productivity.
What do we bring?

35+ years of experience in simulator manufacturing, maintenance and upgrades.

Worldwide references in plant personnel training using full simulation solutions.

Integral vision of simulation, delivering global solutions that support safety, availability and economic effectiveness.

Development of over 50 SAE applications and more than 40 power plant simulators.

A variety of products and services, bringing added value in terms of efficiency and safety.

Supported by in-house simulation technology and a highly experienced simulation staff.
Why with us?

Unique know-how involving development, operation and maintenance.

Training-oriented point of view endorsed by worldwide experience as a training center.

High-quality power plant simulation technology.

Different cost-effective solutions depending on customer needs.

Active R&D corporate policy to continuously upgrade simulation technology.

Application of own concepts and methodology supported by leadership in Human Factor Engineering.

Proven track record of long-term customer relationship and lifetime simulation support.